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Purpose of your paper: To explore the issues associated with DFA models becoming more closely 

integrated into the financial management of insurance companies, including for monthly 

accounting, monitoring, solvency measurement, and reporting.  

 

Synopsis: DFA models have become standard practice for general insurers in support of their 

strategic planning processes. Measures of profit volatility and the risk of capital erosion are produced 

by these models and used to inform strategic decisions regarding capital adequacy targets, product 

mix, investment strategy, and reinsurance treaty design. The measures produced by these DFA 

models are typically based on a one-year time horizon.  

 

Outside of the annual high-level strategic processes the day-to-day financial management of an 

insurer involves a succession of year-to-date calculations and forecasts (of an accounting, regulatory 

and tax nature) on a monthly or quarterly basis. The time horizon of interest to management typically 

starts at 15 months (when budgets are finalised) and then declines steadily as the months roll by. 

Questions such as ‘what is the likelihood of beating budget?’ regularly arise as the financial year end 
closes in. Responding to questions like this means dealing with a number of issues that are typically 

not addressed by annual DFA models, including: 

 Seasonality in claims costs, premium and exposures 

 Timing of different review processes through the year that cause one-off adjustments to 

results eg. actuarial valuations 

 Business improvement/transformational activities undertaken by management during the 

course of the year  

 Market pricing cycles  

 

The use of DFA models to answer questions like these raises the bar in terms of the design and 

calibration of DFA models as well as the quality of communication required. Our paper will explore 

these issues. 


